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Eighteen years ago I was blessed to enter a very special

club—the Davidoff Club. There were no applications or

fees to join this club. Rather, entry was automatically

bestowed on each surgeon who had the great honor and

privilege of serving as a craniofacial fellow for Dr. Daniel

Marchac. Those of us fortunate to train under this giant of a

human being were awed by his surgical talents, devotion to

his family, and savoir-vivre. When this beloved man pas-

sed away on Oct 15 in France at the age of 75 after a

courageous battle with a chronic illness, it was a

tremendous loss and sadness to the great number of lives he

had touched in so many different ways.

Dr. Marchac’s academic achievements were abundant

and impressive. After training in both France and the

United States under such eminent plastic surgeons as Paul

Tessier, John Converse, and Ralph Millard, he went on to

become a professor at the College de Medecine des

Hopitaux de Paris. For more than 30 years, from 1979 until

the end of 2011, Daniel continued to train two craniofacial

fellows a year, thus enabling more than 60 of us to have

had the great fortune to join the prestigious Davidoff Club,

named after one of Daniel’s favorite cigars.

During his prolific career, Daniel published more than

160 papers, 23 book chapters, and 5 books. His text on

craniosynostosis surgery, published in 1982, remains one

of the most important and comprehensive texts to date in

this field. Additionally, Daniel was a founding member of

the International Society of Craniofacial Surgery and

served as its president from 1993 to 1995. In 1997 and

1998, he was president of the French Society of Plastic,

Reconstructive, and Aesthetic Surgery. From 1997 to 1999,

he served as president of the European Society of Cra-

niofacial Surgery, and from 1998 to 1999, he was president

of the European Association of Plastic Surgeons.

In 2002 Dr. Marchac delivered the prestigious Maliniac

lecture at the American Society of Plastic Surgeons (ASPS)

annual meeting. In 2006 and 2007, he served as an Inter-

national Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (ISAPS)

traveling professor, and in 2007, he received the ASPS

Special Achievement Award in recognition of his tremen-

dous contributions to our specialty.

As a practicing surgeon, Daniel had a truly rare and

unique breadth of talent. Perhaps he is best known in the

international community as a craniofacial surgeon, having

authored some of the most influential craniofacial papers of
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the last several decades as well as his book on craniosyn-

ostosis surgery. However, that was just the start of his

talents. He also wrote a book on the treatment for basal cell

cancers of the face, and his frontonasal flap, or Marchac

flap, remains a terrific option for medium-sized nasal

defects.

In breast surgery, he is credited as one of the first plastic

surgeons to describe the short inframammary scar breast

reduction, having done so in 1980. All of us who were

fortunate enough to have him as a mentor also witnessed

his busy and successful cosmetic surgery practice. In this

area, too, he published widely, including articles on face-

lift and rhinoplasty techniques. He was one of the early

pioneers in endoscopic forehead lifts. His innovations and

contributions to so many areas of plastic surgery were

absolutely amazing.

Whatever Daniel did, he always did with class. He

treated his entire surgical team with warmth and kindness.

As a fellow, we had lunch nearly every day with him, often

in one of his favorite cafes, where he was well known and

loved by the staff. During the fellowship, he often had his

fellows over for dinner with his own family, and we were

treated as honored guests. And this royal class treatment

did not end with the termination of the fellowship, but

instead continued as a lifelong benefit of being in the

Davidoff Club. Whenever Daniel was in the United States

or at a meeting, or whenever I was in Paris, he always

invited both me and my wife to dinner. Furthermore, when

anyone helped him, whether it was a waiter, an attendant at

a gas station, or someone bringing him his car, he always

gave a warm ‘‘thank you’’ and a generous tip. Yes, Daniel

clearly lived with class, admired and respected by everyone

who knew him.

As devoted as Daniel was to the world of plastic sur-

gery, his top priority always remained his family. He

adored his wife Nina, and treated her like a queen. When he

spoke about Nina’s accomplishments, which he did much

more comfortably than speaking about his own, his eyes

gleamed with pride. Similarly, he was so proud of all four

of his children. Nothing made him smile more than talking

about Gregoire, Valentine, Nathalie, and Alexandre.

Knowing that Alexandre, fondly called Sacha by his

friends and family, had become a successful plastic sur-

geon with world class training and skills was a particular

highlight in his life. Undoubtedly, even when he was

gravely ill, knowing that Sacha would be taking over his

practice gave Daniel an extremely reassuring peace of

mind.

Although Daniel has left us in one sense, his presence

remains around us in so many ways. Whether we are doing

craniofacial procedures, cosmetic surgery, breast surgery,

or facial flaps, his contributions have a lasting effect on our

work. Knowing that his talents live on through the many

fellows and colleagues that he taught with such devotion

for decades and that his plastic surgery legacy also lives on

through Sacha is reassuring. As a surgeon, husband, father,

and overall human being, Daniel did so much to make this

world a better place, including the help and guidance he

gave his patients, fellows, colleagues, and everyone else

fortunate enough to know him. He touched and improved

so many lives, and we all will miss him dearly.
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